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Disclaimer
The contents of this litepaper are not, do not constitute, stand-in-for, represent, nor should they be
construed as financial advice. By reading and interacting with this litepaper, you agree the content
you are consuming is not financial advice and that if you are seeking financial advice, you will obtain it
through a financial advisor or service qualified for that purpose. The reader and/or reviewer of this
information agrees to hold harmless Goldbloom Laboratories and its agents, partners, affiliates,
representatives, subsidiaries, and any of their heirs, designees, or any other successor in interest for
any damages or harms stemming from misinterpretation of this document as financial advise.
This content should not be taken as an endorsement of any specific token. This is merely a description
of the reasonings and ideas behind the business driving the token releases described herein. The
Goldbloom Laboratory Inc. teams recommends extensive research before exchanging funds for any
specific cryptocurrency.
Any reference to current market conditions or past market performance either of any token
specifically mentioned in this litepaper or of market sectors or technologies herein is not a predictor
or assurance of future performance either of that token, sector, or technology. Nor is prior social
behavior a predictor or guarantee of future behavior.
By consuming the content of his document, you explicitly agree that you are not consuming financial
advice, endorsement to purchase any token(s), prediction(s) of future market performance, or
guarantee(s) of any kind. You further explicitly agree not to hold Goldbloom Laboratories Inc. or any
of its agents, partners, affiliates, representatives, subsidiaries, and any of their heirs, designees,
assignees, or any other successor in interest liable for damages that come from acquisition of any
tokens due to anything you read, discussed with any person(s) so affiliated, or anything contained in
any marketing materials you viewed in connection with that purchase.
We strongly advise you to carry out extensive research and consult with a qualified financial advisor
prior to investing in cryptocurrency.
In the case of supplemental questions about this litepaper, this disclaimer, or any other issue, please
feel free to reach out to us via our official email address.

Info@goldbloom.io
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Executive Summary

DCN Studio is a web3 media company strategically located in Oakland, California,
USA. It is owned and operated under Goldbloom Laboratories Inc., a local research
and development lab. DCN Studio was founded in early December of 2021 and
quickly grew into an operation of five employees. In January, DCN located its
current office and studio space and expanded its workforce to 15. Today, DNC
Studio’s production staff creates new content daily.
The San Francisco Bay Area is one of the most prominent cultural hubs in the
world. As web3 and DeFi user rates continue to expand, the Bay Area will lead the
next cultural shift.
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Challenge
The advent of the web3 era is a
catalyst for a global cultural
transformation made possible by the
decentralizing forces inherent in
blockchain technology and the
generation that embraces it. Due to
the speed by which web3, blockchain
and their by-products develop,
mainstream and counterculture
media, alike, struggle to report and
reflect the industry’s innovative
nature, the scope of the new technologies, and the resulting social revolution that will be driven
by the reclamation of personal data and peer-to-peer digital transactions/interactions. The
advancement of web3 adoption requires a new, credible media company capable of clearly
communicating difficult concepts while reflecting the character and culture of its consumers.

Solution

Equipped with a fully operational production studio and
access to a deep talent pool, DCN Studio produces daily
web3 and blockchain news entertainment and content.
The studio is a venue for industry leaders, cultural
influencers, and companies advancing web3 technology,
and its coverage of the industry will establish the studio
as a liaison between industry-makers and their diverse
global communities of investors and consumers as well
as a bridge for collaboration between web3 projects and
their respective development teams. DCN Studio is
positioned to become a defining voice during the
emergence of web3 culture.
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Our Mission
Cultivate diverse production teams to create quality web3-related news and
entertainment content that enriches the lives of viewers and support mass adoption of
web3 technologies.

Defining Web3 Culture
As web3 innovations are brought to the marketplace, the implications of the foreseeable
product and service-related use-cases will touch every aspect of our lives. Mainstream
adoption of web3 will manifest in practice when non-fungible tokens replace traditional
asset ledgers, DeFi invents new methodologies for lending, generating passive income
and facilitating inexpensive peer-to-peer transactions, the metaverse and augmented
reality offer exclusive entertainment, gaming and social events, and machine learning
reforms automated manufacturing and develops artificially intelligent personal and
professional assistants. In a decentralized and smart world, once disparate societies will
collaboratively forge new global relationships through uncensored peer-to-peer
exchanges of data, finance, culture and lifestyle. DCN Studio is prepared to be a conduit
for this global symbiosis that will result in new cultural phenomena.

24-Hour News Network
DCN Studio’s objective is to become the mouthpiece for an industry and a generation
by broadcasting entertaining, informative and compelling news content that appeals to
committed blockchain and web3 enthusiasts while also appealing, educating, and
drawing new investors, adopters, and consumers. DCN Studio staff is fluent in English,
Portuguese, Spanish, French, Arabic and Russian. The studio’s expansion strategy
outlines the opening of satellite offices in NYC and Brazil in the near- to mid-term, and
is actively building a network of correspondents and offices in major cities around the
globe. DCN Studio’s coverage will incrementally encompass additional time zones and
envelop the world, becoming a 24-hour mainstream news and entertainment network.
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Tokenomics
DCNS is an ERC-20 based token that is legally tradable on decentralized
blockchains. There is a 4% transaction fee on every buy, and an 8% transaction fee
on every sell. These transaction fees are allocated as follows:

Token Contract: 0xf2586311cd368e2a8fde225e449531706663b217
8% Sell Tax

4% Buy Tax
2%
1%

Studio

3%

4%
1%

Re ections

1%
Studio

Buyback

Re ections

Buyback

Token Distribution
Total Supply: 100,000,000
Liquidity: 25

Locked: 50
Studio: 10
Staking: 10
Exchanges: 5
Liquidity

Studio

Staking

Exchanges

Locked
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How to Purchase DCNS Token
The DCN Studio token (DCNS) can be purchased using an Ethereum wallet (e.g.,
MetaMask, Trust Wallet, Coinbase, etc.) via Uniswap.
Ensure you have adequate Ethereum funds available in your wallet.
Swap your Ethereum for DCNS by pasting DCN Studio’s contract number
(0xf2586311cd368e2a8fde225e449531706663b217).
Start transaction slippage at 5% when buying, 10% when selling. Increase as
needed.
Enter the amount of tokens you wish to transact.
Click swap and confirm.

The DCNS token was stealth launched on March 20. There were no presales.
DCNS is presently considering listing on a variety of exchanges and swaps. Please
do your own research.

Subscribe to the various DCN Studio social media channels for all of the latest
web3 announcements and DCNS updates:
Website: DCN.Studio
Linktree: https://linktr.ee/DCNSTUDIO
Email: info@goldbloom.io
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DCNS Wallet List

DCN STUDIO WALLET

0x3B0C70ED03D3CF3571512B053F12AD1F8F3E69FE

DCN FUTURE EXCHANGE

0x71DEDA4CAE101B8C7C78777BBF204F542F709200

DCN FUTURE STAKING

0xC184A03E6CBCAE5BE6DE4E8083B7B3656DAA6D29

DCN FUTURE SUPPLY

Ox62F30BD277450507FC187041A58CE26B459DE911

DCN EQUITY REFLECTIONS

0x55367847590A084D379c63DB5A3E65094C50F153
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Roadmap
Phase 1:
Build-out studio for local talent to produce content.

Phase 2:
Create longer, in-depth interviews and documentaries.

Phase 3:
Live streaming and expanded reporting, news and entertainment.

Phase 4:
24-hour broadcasting.

Phase 5:
Launch satellite for mainstream broadcasting.
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Event Calendar
DCN Studio releases entertaining web3 news content daily on its YouTube channel
DCN.Studio. DCN’s coverage of web3, cryptocurrency and NFT news and events will expand
week-by-week. DCN will be reporting on-site from these web3 conferences and conventions
in a city near you.

April 9–10: San Diego NFT Convention

June 20–23: NFT.NYC

This intimate conference will draw as many
as a thousand NFT and crypto experts and
artists to southern California for robust
conversations about the future of NFTs.

The 4th annual NFT.NYC will bring together
a diverse cross-section of the most renown
NFT artists and feature the 2nd Annual NFT
Awards.

April 27–28: Global DeFi

August 27–28: DeFi Security Summit

A virtual conference that explores every
aspect of the evolution, impact and
mechanics of decentralized finance with the
industry’s leading minds and market-makers.

Hosted at Stanford University, this inaugural

May 17–19: Blockworks’ Permissionless

September 16–19: AusCryptoCon

One of the premier web3 events this year,
hosted in Palm Beach, Florida, an estimated
5,000 attendees will attend to hear what
leading figures and companies have to say
about web3, the metaverse and DeFi.

The first ever event of its kind down under,
the Australian Crypto Convention will draw
thousands to Gold Coast, Australia and
introduce new adopters to the crypto
economy and culture.

May 26: Cryptopia

October 10–13: Devcon 6

A web3 conference at EVNTS Center in
Draper, Utah, where topics such as the
future of art and entertainment in the
metaverse will be discussed.

This is the preeminent annual conference of
the most creative minds developing and
researching Ethereum. This year’s event is
hosted in Bogota, Columbia, marking the first
time the conference is held in South
America.

conference will attract many of the most
serious and innovative developers on the
West Coast.
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The Founders

Justin’s career is marked by his involvement in
a series of successful start-up research and
development firms. His contributions to
technology are highlighted during his tenures
as Head of Infrastructure at 6D.ai and Head of
DevOps at Qadium in the SF Bay Area.

Justin Black

At an early age, Justin was attracted to the
newest technologies, spending his youth
dissecting radios, game consoles, computers,
and anything else he could get his hands on.
Mass adoption of the internet allowed him to
pursue a career in an industry in which he
excelled and operated with comfort.
Justin purchased his first bitcoin in 2011 as a purely “degen” activity, using bitcoin to pay for a
haircut, transfer fantasy football pool funds, and not much else. Although interested in
blockchain and cryptocurrency concepts, he remained skeptical mainstream adoption could
overcome the geopolitical opposition.
When COVID-19 struck, Justin’s venture at the time was acquired, and amidst the global
lockdown, he considered an array of entrepreneurial options before teaming up with
mechanical engineer, Donovan Mitchell, to create a suite of products that will enrich
humanity.
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The Founders
Donovan has been an entrepreneur since the age
of 12, when he started a small computer repair
business and later owned and operated a
number of small businesses.

Donovan Mitchell

However, Donovan’s mechanical curiosities led
him to recognize that heavy equipment was his
passion, and by his early twenties, he embarked
upon a 20-year mechanical engineering career
that included executive operational roles
responsible for the implementation and
management of a variety of environmental,
safety, and efficiency divisions and programs in
the recycling and aluminum manufacturing
industry.
Throughout his career, Donovan successfully navigated a heavily regulated industry with
strict and dynamic compliance requirements and earned a collection of OSHA, HazMat and
other environmental and safety credentials. As his career evolved, Donovan managed $15
million in assets across three locales, tracked ROI and cost analysis on production equipment,
and oversaw environmental and project management in various capacities for CASS, Inc.
Donovan began trading cryptocurrency in 2017. His fascination with the web3 space during
the pandemic redirected his career towards innovative blockchain technologies, and he joined
a crypto development team. Shortly thereafter, Donovan launched Goldbloom Laboratories
with developer Justin Black.
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